
StreamlyTV is committed to making our products and services accessible and usable by all. As 
part of that commitment, we adhere to Generally Accepted Standards relating to accessibility 
into our web design, development, and quality assurance procedures. Our goal is to do our best 
to ensure our products and services provide an equitable, accessible experience for all 
customers.  Given that StreamlyTV is effectively an app-based content provider, we can only 
have an effect on the product we produce. We have no ability to control or enhance content 
created by others and shared to viewers of our platform.  
 
Mobile Access 
The wide array of mobile devices makes creating a uniform accessible experience challenging. 
StreamlyTV is committed to identifying and enhancing accessibility issues both as we develop, 
but also as issues are identified.  
  
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1 
StreamlyTV incorporates the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1 (or WCAG 2.1) authored 
by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) into development of our web and mobile platforms. 
The WCAG has three levels of compliance, A, AA, and AAA, and our goal is for all our digital 
products and services to meet or exceed the AA level of compliance. 
 
StreamlyTV strives to follow these commitments for our web presence online. : 
  
Make all digital content perceivable: 

 images and page controls are properly labeled and alt texted 

 color is used as a supplement to other methods of conveying information 

 colors are sufficiently contrasting against one another 

 pages can reflow, zoom, and resize without loss of information 
 
Make all digital content “usable:” 

 all parts of a page can be operated without the use of a mouse, whether by a keyboard 
or a mouse replacement like a sip and puff tube or wireless switch control 

 content on each page has a logical flow 

 section headings and html landmarks used effectively 
  
Make all digital content understandable: 

 html language declarations are present on every page 

 visible focus indicators show when a keyboard user has focused on an operable page 
control 

 page elements only activate on user input 
  
 
Internal Practices 
To work towards our commitment to accessibility, StreamlyTV has made accessibility an 
essential part of our development process. By making use of both in-house and third-part 



accessibility quality assurance testers and subject matter experts, StreamlyTV has made 
accessibility a component of all development projects. 
  
 
Platform Compatibility 
StreamlyTV’s website is designed to be compatible with recent versions of popular screen 
readers, screen magnification software and operating system features, and recent versions of 
all major web browsers. 
 
Contact Us 
We welcome feedback on our sites. If you have a suggestion as to how we can make a page 
more accessible, need help with an accessibility question, or encounter an accessibility barrier 
on a StreamlyTV website, please contact us at accessibility@streamlytv.com. 


